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As sociologist David G. Bromley has suggested, extant horizons of new religions studies might be widened by looking beyond twentieth- and twenty-first-century new religious movements to include historical religious movements. This idea intrigues the authors of this article, who work as historians of the European medieval era (c. 500–1500 C.E.) and the early modern period (c. 1500–1800) respectively, because there can be little doubt that various historical religious innovations closely resemble descriptions of modern new religious movements.

For the medieval period, Francis of Assisi (1181/2–1226) and his followers come to mind. Having experienced a religious crisis as a prisoner of war, the young Francis rejected the military and merchant careers opened up to him by his well-to-do merchant family and instead embraced radical poverty. He developed an ascetic lifestyle and lived by begging while preaching humility and poverty to others. His charismatic style quickly attracted followers, though it also provoked much criticism. Francis and his early followers unnerved Italian urban elites with highly provocative public performances—Francis notoriously was said to have stripped naked in a public square, dramatically demonstrating his rejection of all worldly belongings. In another instance of apparently senseless behavior, he preached to the birds. Francis’ movement, however, soon won papal approval and transformed into the highly successful Order of the Friars Minor (Ordo fratrum minorum, later “Franciscans”), but it continued to meet criticism and resistance. One point of controversy concerned the order’s practice of recruiting promising young men from good families at universities, because the nobility and urban merchant class did not expect sudden religious awakenings from their children. This profile—a charismatic leader, an atypical following, strong antagonism from the secular establishment, and an eventual transformation into an institutionalized structure after the founder’s death—fits several characteristics of modern new religious movements.

A lesser-known example of a premodern religious movement will also sound familiar to scholars of new religious movements. The so-called Family of Love (Familists), formed during the second half of the sixteenth century around Dutch merchant Hendrik Niclaes (1501-after 1580), shares a name with the Children of God movement originating with Moses David Berg (1919–1994) in the 1970s, successively renamed The Family of Love and The Family (International). Other parallels between them are restricted to generic similarities found in many small, high-demand Christian groups, but these also underline the commonalities between historical groups and more recent movements. Niclaes claimed a form of prophetic authority and assumed the end of the world was near. In order to bring his understanding of the Bible to friends, followers, and larger audiences, he published a large body of religious writings to supplement and explain the message. His teachings emphasized an inward attitude of charity above participation in external, institutionalized rituals.
such as the Catholic Mass. Cultivating an attitude of love, among other things, through readings and meditation would help the believer to reach deification, to become “Godded with God.”

Modern attempts to classify Niclaes’ group have tied it to the Radical Reformation (a label which itself has drawn much criticism) or described it as a spiritualist sect. The Family of Love movement was persecuted repeatedly, and Niclaes had to flee several times to avoid capture. His writings can be found in Emden, Antwerp, Cologne and England, and attracted early translations. Much like the Franciscans, the group recruited from the urban merchant elite and their scholarly surroundings. Modern research has tried very hard to spot actual members, ascribing membership to high-profile contemporaries such as the scholars Justus Lipsius (1547–1606) and Arias Montanus (1527–1598), and painter Pieter Breughel the Elder (c. 1525/30–1569).

But can such religious innovations of the medieval or Reformation periods really be linked to new religious movements of the twentieth and twenty-first centuries in a manner which, at minimum, will advance theoretical reflection? Are historical religious movements and contemporary new religious movements commensurable in a way that will allow researchers to build a meaningful historical dimension? On one hand, there seems to be a strong prima facie case against this: both early new religions scholars and more recent sociologists have suggested that the dynamics of twentieth-century new religious movements were reactions to specific transformations of modernity. On the other hand, established religions such as Christianity or Islam were new once, and religious innovations have occurred throughout the centuries.

As there seems to have been little genuinely interdisciplinary exchange between new religions studies and historians of the premodern period on this question, the present contribution seeks to offer some fairly basic considerations and a potential for a historical perspective on new religious movements. To this end, we discuss the problems inherent in current sociological frameworks and give a sketch of previous historical work on religious movements. We then highlight two types of questions and possibly relevant avenues for further research, with a focus on the medieval and early modern history of Christian Europe illustrated by the Franciscans and Familists. We will argue that there are promising areas for exchange between historians and new religions studies scholars.

**TYPOLOGIES VERSUS TRANSFORMATIONS: SOCIOLOGICAL AND HISTORICAL MODELS OF LONG-TERM RELIGIOUS CHANGE**

It may be a commonplace in new religions studies to say that established religions were new once, and to point to early Christianity and
early Islam as examples of successful new religious movements. But the European Middle Ages in particular still have a reputation as a period of religious stability and homogeneity, and this is mirrored in current social science approaches to religion before modernity.

It is actually instructive to view this impression of premodern Europe historically. A negative view of the medieval Latin-speaking church (eventually called Roman, but not yet Roman Catholic Church) largely began with the polemics of the Protestant Reformation, which were adapted and reformulated during the nineteenth-century confessional battles and church-state debates. These, in turn, formed the backdrop to the emerging sociological tradition’s view of the medieval church as something like nineteenth-century Neo-Thomist Catholicism—a unified, monopolistic, and ultimately monolithic structure. Studies ranging from Ernst Troeltsch’s discussion of a “unified religious culture” (religiöse Einheitskultur) to Pierre Bourdieu’s theory of the medieval religious field as an almost complete religious “monopoly” have implied that the medieval, papal church was the only homogeneous and inescapable framework for medieval religious attitudes. The indisputably documented religious violence and persecution characterizing the Roman Church formed a powerful anchor to this impression. Within the social science tradition, therefore, the Middle Ages appeared to lack two characteristics essential for the growth of new religious movements during the twentieth century—actual religious diversity and the concept of freedom of religion.

This apparent otherness of the premodern period is strongly reflected in the theoretical foundation of new religions studies linking the movements that formed the core of these studies to specific events, such as the rise of the counterculture of the 1960s-1970s. These have been explained as responses to specific sociocultural dislocations caused by modernization, such as rationalization, secularization, materialism, and loss of community. Because historical religious innovations developed within premodern societies apparently lacked such triggers of modernity more or less by definition, they appear different and incommensurable.

Recent work within the social sciences has not changed this outlook. Discussions of the nature of modernity, especially secularization theory, have dynamized the view of religion in history considerably. But the case for a fundamentally different configuration of premodern and modern religion—particularly religious plurality and choice mentioned above—has been forcefully restated by authors such as philosopher Charles Taylor and sociologist Peter L. Berger. Though different in outlook and methodology, their studies postulate that modern attitudes towards religion have been shaped by consciousness of a plurality of religious options (including secular ones), even among people who affiliate with a particular religious community. The premodern mentality allegedly understood its religious beliefs and practices as divine truth.
or unquestionable tradition for which there was little alternative. Religion was thus fate, not choice.\textsuperscript{18}

Seen from the perspective of a historian, however, this case looks less hopeless. Sociological approaches typically aim to explain modernity rather than historical times, tending to typify historical periods to establish a contrast of premodern or traditional and modern societies. This process necessarily dehistoricizes and homogenizes different historical periods, lumping them into stage models or even just contrasting states of “premodern” and “modern.” Historians of older periods, by contrast, view historical and contemporary societies as related, and argue that we should assume societal transformations of long and short durations, of different speeds, intensities, and types.\textsuperscript{19} Processes that can be viewed as generative of modernity—such as globalization, secularization, or societal differentiation, the growth of religious plurality, and even the establishment of freedom of religion—are, to historians, demonstrable processes of gradual transformation already centuries old during the period of high modernity around 1900.\textsuperscript{20} Importantly, they do not offer univocal points of transition from premodern to modern.

From this perspective, religious diversity and freedom in the past appear limited rather than absent, and the necessarily diverse ways in which related concepts may have been understood must be historicized if we want to be able to study them. Religious diversity during the medieval or early modern period may look much unlike modern religious pluralism (see article by Johannes Wolfart in this issue),\textsuperscript{21} but it existed. Though the present article does not attempt to discuss this, both medieval and early modern historians would insist that contact between different religions or religious observances was prominent in some regions of Europe throughout its history, even if that contact was actively battled in others.\textsuperscript{22} While we cannot assume religious freedom, nevertheless religious decisions were made, including decisions for new groups such as the Franciscans and Familists, at times in the face of persecution. Within a specific framework, medieval historian John van Engen has spoken of late medieval religiosity as a world of “multiple options,”\textsuperscript{23} showing the need to historicize cultural phenomena such as forms of choice and decision-making rather than reduce history to a single transition from non-pluralist to pluralist religion.

\textbf{“RELIGIOUS MOVEMENTS” IN HISTORICAL STUDIES}

As far as we can see, historical religious innovations have on occasion been discussed within new religions studies and the sociology of religion, but most studies have focused on early Christianity rather than medieval and early modern religious groups.\textsuperscript{24} Some, like John A. Saliba’s overview,\textsuperscript{25} simply give compressed historical examples to establish that
modern new religious movements are not historically unprecedented or abnormal. Probably because of their perceived similarities to “sectarian tradition groups” of modernity, the focus has been on heretical groups often called sectae (Latin, “sects”) by medieval authors. On the historical side, the record of interdisciplinary engagement is even thinner. Although since 2009 Michael Driedger has called for a reception of new religions studies among historians, extant historical work does not (yet) seem to have taken research on modern religious movements into account. While the term “religious movements” is established in historical studies, it builds almost completely on definitions of social movements. Two publications relating to medieval and early modern history—Herbert Grundmann’s *Religious Movements in the Middle Ages*, and C. John Sommerville’s “Interpreting Seventeenth-Century English Religion as Movements”—can illustrate important tendencies.

Within medieval European history, the term “religious movements” is used frequently but remains closely associated to the 1935 study popularizing it, “Religious Movements in the Middle Ages,” by German medievalist Herbert Grundmann (1902–1970). Grundmann dealt mainly with first-generation movements of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, in which laypeople, or religious virtuosi of various stripes, expressed discontent with the established structures of the Roman Church and initiated new religious life-forms, often engaging in itinerant preaching or following such preachers, or exploring new forms of communal religious life.

Grundmann’s study, hailed as seminal by modern researchers, was indeed much ahead of its time, offering a trenchant critique of typical confessional perspectives and identities shaping the history of medieval religions and, crucially, pointing to the importance of medieval perceptions of religious innovation. Grundmann showed that observers of the time classed religious movements of the Middle Age as either religious orders or as sects, and modern historians simply followed the path set up by these distinctions. Religious orders typically had been studied by their own members, and their scholarship, though excellent, tended to view their institutional evolution as a gradual realization of the founder’s original vision without much consideration of other factors. In contrast, heterodox movements mainly had been studied by Protestant historians who saw them as forerunners of the Protestant Reformation, typically overemphasizing differences between new movements and the established Roman Church, and focusing on doctrinal positions that could be tied to Reformation debates.

In Grundmann’s view, attempts to draw these different trajectories together had not succeeded. As he saw it, a “religious movement” (singular) of the twelfth century triggered many successive movements, which either transformed into “orders” or “sects”—not least because outside forces, predominantly the papacy, either integrated, excluded, or persecuted participants. Grundmann drove this point home by comparing two
groups of radically poor penitents led by charismatic figures around 1200. One group, associated with Petrus Valdes (c. 1140-c. 1206), came into conflict with ecclesiastical authorities, was branded heretical, and went underground to become the “sect” of the Waldensians. The other, followers of Francis of Assisi, reached an agreement with the pope and, through careful compromises, transformed into a religious order. The latter nevertheless experienced internal conflict that produced what was essentially a new movement with the order, the radical Spiritual Franciscan branch, which Rome eventually persecuted into extinction.

Grundmann offered little in the way of a definition of religious movements. Beyond emphasizing first-generation innovations up to their institutionalization, his understanding of religious movements was shaped by a negative engagement with earlier scholars who, indebted to historical materialism, understood religious movements largely as expressions of social protest. Against such approaches, Grundmann emphasized the religious nature of innovative movements, at times at the cost of underemphasizing their economic and social contexts. His finding that religious movements were not driven by dispossessed social protesters but by leaders from the nobility and merchant class will be revisited below.

In Grundmann’s wake, medievalists use the term “religious movements” as shorthand for the various new religious life-forms of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries—religious orders, heretical individuals or groups, and their lay followers. But to our knowledge, no further attempt to operationalize the term with reference to new religions studies has been made.

Work on religious movements during the early modern period has typically engaged with the concept of social movements. A good example is C. John Sommerville’s 2000 article on seventeenth-century English “religion as movements,” which he defined as “groups organized outside of the normal institutions of a society, to promote social change or to resist it.” Sommerville summarized that historians typically find the Weberian/Troeltschian typology of “churches” and “sects” unable to accommodate the broad spectrum of religious innovations and their links to histories of Christian dogma, but that little has been done to remedy this. By understanding religious innovations and transformations as movements, Sommerville expressly hoped to break the mould of older doctrinal history and focus instead on “hopes, goals, programs, and leadership.” Drawing on the parallel to social movements, he viewed the movement phase as ending when the group stops its efforts to change society and either retreats into an inward-looking, sect-like existence, or turns into a denomination.

Like Grundmann with his focus on religious orders besides heretical groups, Sommerville emphasized that under premodern conditions, movements could originate within established confessions and churches in particular situations and become reintegrated into them. He offered
examples comprising a brief case study of the Puritans as a sect-like movement within the larger Protestant context, movement activities among English Catholics (partially in times of persecution and campaigning for acceptance), and finally the movement that reestablished the Anglican Church after the Interregnum (1649–1660).39

Extant historical work thus diverges thematically from new religions studies publications that mention historical religious movements, which typically paid less attention to the broad panorama of religious orders and movements within larger confessional churches and focused exclusively on heresies. While this suggests there is space for exploration, there is no clear operationalization of the term “religious movements” for the premodern period—and any such operationalization would indeed have to build on further interdisciplinary exchange.

**PERCEPTIONS OF RELIGIOUS INNOVATION DURING THE HIGH MIDDLE AGES (C. 1000–1300)**

Against this background, we return to our central question: Can groups labeled “movements” within premodern history be plausibly linked to new religious movements, and to the theories and methods of new religions studies?

On one side, modern institutional frameworks and perceptions of religious diversity certainly have diverged from premodern ones, and the configuration of the religious field during the twentieth century is quite different from the that of the twelfth or thirteenth century. As observed by Grundmann, the religious landscape in many parts of medieval Europe was characterized by a strong tendency towards religious innovation—but these often sprang from reform impulses and local conflicts rather than contacts between religions (though those could be found, especially in the contact zones of the eastern and western Mediterranean).40 Furthermore, religious movements intent on reform and spiritual renewal, or on increased and individualized religious participation for laypeople (not least for women), were often integrated into the institutional structures of the growing Roman Church. This dynamic resulted in a high degree of intra-Christian religious diversity, mainly organized in the form of religious orders—though there was also a sharp wave of persecution that led to the exclusion of many other movements considered “sects” and “heresies.”

This process of internal religious diversification continued throughout the eleventh, twelfth, and thirteenth centuries, and coincided with the transformation of the Roman Church into a highly centralized, bureaucratic organization. Taking the role of religious movements into account allows us to nuance the typical older view of the Roman Church as an all-encompassing, unified structure during this period, when the
church’s dynamism and authority encouraged and pursued reforms in several waves, in large part due to its integration of new religious groups.\textsuperscript{41} The papal strategy of integrating some groups while persecuting others allowed a considerable apparatus of control and coercion to grow, and modern views have often focused on the strength of that papacy. Contemporary observers in those centuries, however, perceived a new panorama of religious diversity, not only wary of false prophets and devilish heretics but fascinated and sometimes appalled by the emerging and seemingly never-ending series of new religious life-forms.

At first, debates about the desirability of newcomers broke out within religious and scholarly circles, with members of established orders tending to polemicize against the new movements. English Benedictine monk and chronicler Matthew Paris (c. 1200–1259), for example, questioned the legitimacy of numerous new orders and linked them to the Endtime.\textsuperscript{42} Several proponents of these responded, offering some of the earliest theoretically argued apologies for intra-Christian religious diversity that we possess from the Middle Ages.\textsuperscript{43} Literature aiming for a more general learned audience eventually satirized these debates. In the Latin poetical satire \textit{Speculum Stultorum} (c. 1180), the monk Nigel de Longchamps (d. c. 1200) ridiculed the fact of each group’s insistence that their own ritual observances, diet, or ascetic practices were the holiest, implying that the multitude of groups harmed the overall credibility of religion.\textsuperscript{44}

The competition among rival religious orders and pastoral elites (i.e. priests and various orders of canons) also became a matter for church legislators, triggering a legal debate about a “too great diversity of \textit{religiones/orders}” (\textit{nimia religionum diversitas}). The Fourth Lateran Council (1215), one of the largest reformation councils of the Middle Ages, banned the founding of further new religious orders, forcing new initiatives to assume one of the extant rules and life-forms.\textsuperscript{45} But even this ruling could not stop debates between and about various orders developing within the newly diversified Roman Church.\textsuperscript{46}

Some of the issues surrounding new monastic or mendicant groups were extremely specific and hence may not lend themselves very well to a long-term historical perspective. But in some areas, new religious life-forms impacted social, political, economic, or legal norms, leading to discussions resembling those around modern new religious movements. The radical poverty of the Franciscans, for example, forced thirteenth-century laypeople and churches to rethink the issue of the material foundation of religious life, resulting in a veritable torrent of treatises and discussions on the religious meaning of poverty and possessions as well as the connections between religion and the economy.\textsuperscript{47} Many found the Franciscans’ extreme contempt for worldly goods exemplary, while others considered their views to be dangerous and the attempt to completely separate religion from social and economic life doomed to
fail. Absolute poverty was not only quite hard to keep up in practice—after all, the Franciscans lived in increasingly impressive convents and had funds (though these were nominally owned by others). Their practice of begging also caused them to be accused of selling absolution from sin. Though their order had some of the harshest restrictions on possessions, they paradoxically came to be accused of greed and mercenary attitudes.

Medieval debates about new religious movements concerned their admissibility within the framework of the Roman Church, whereas modern debates focused on the admissibility of such groups within the framework of the nation-state. In both eras, the debated questions—on economic issues, political status, or even gender issues—show at least some parallels. Which economic practices were admissible for religious groups? Where and how were new groups allowed to proselytize and solicit donations? Were they allowed to recruit at universities, where they at times achieved surprising numbers of conversions? What leeway was there for women to engage in new forms of religiosity? Did the sexual life of religious group members have to be policed, or could they be trusted to refrain from abuses?

Seen in a macro-historical perspective, the issues surrounding medieval religious movements appear as episodes of an ongoing renegotiation of boundaries between religious and political, legal and economic—in other words, an ongoing differentiation of religion and other social spheres.

More importantly, medieval religious movements such as the Franciscans not only have been tied to larger transformational processes within historical studies—they have also been viewed in a way that closely parallels the discussion of new religious movements as alternate responses to particular societal dislocations of the twentieth century. The Franciscans, with their ideals of radical poverty, again serve as an especially illuminating example. Though clearly part of a tradition of religious thought, the radical rejection of possessions advocated by Francis also has been read as a response to the growth of a money-based, profit-oriented economy during the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, especially in Italy with its high degree of urbanization and rising merchant elite. Many Christians considered professional money-making to be despicable, and Francis’ rejection not only of possessions but of money itself (which he likened to excrement) was a (rather extreme) reaction to this new monetized economy. In this climate, profit-making urban professions were often viewed as lacking moral legitimacy, precipitating a spiritual crisis among money-makers, and the quick growth of the Franciscans provided a nostrum for their spiritual fears. The well-to-do merchants and enterprising nobility could support the radically poor (but religiously prestigious) Friars Minor, and thereby offset their money-making by associating themselves with religious poverty as well as profit. As historian
Lester Little and others have emphasized, this explains the typical profile of the followers of the early mendicant orders already observed by Grundmann: it was indeed the urban elites and nobility, rather than indigent city-dwellers, who supported these religious orders. Eventually, mendicant theologians and lawyers in fact catered more and more to the specific needs of these audiences, for example by developing a more lenient theology that legitimized various profit-oriented economic practices.56

As cases like this suggest, medieval religious innovations may at times have been fairly particular—many reform movements within religious orders, for example, apparently were triggered by internal disputes. But other innovations seem to have responded to specific societal developments, thus offering intriguing parallels to modern new religious movements.

**CONCEPTUALIZATIONS OF RELIGIOUS COMMUNITY DURING THE EARLY MODERN PERIOD**

A different constellation of religious innovation becomes visible during the later Middle Ages and Reformation period, again offering specific links to the discussion of new religious movements. After the thirteenth century, with a few exceptions, religious innovations could no longer take the shape of new religious orders, and often turned into institutionalized lay religiosity instead. The late medieval movement of the *Devotio moderna*, which encouraged lay associations engaging in religious reading and meditation, mainly in the Low Countries, represents one of the most important innovations of this kind.57 Other broad trends also increased the intellectual mobility of laypeople.58 From the high Middle Ages onwards, the Bible was translated into various European languages, along with various adaptations and popularizations of biblical matter.59 From the mid-fourteenth century—a full hundred years before the invention of printing with moveable type and the famous Gutenberg Bible—there was a marked increase in lay literacy, which enabled whole new segments of the population to practice an individualized religiosity based on religious reading.60 This resulted in an increasing lay demand for religious engagement and caused the formation of many new communities of interpretation uniting lay groups and religious experts.61 But in some instances—usually where conflicts acted as catalysts—such local communities could turn into religious movements. Late medieval reform movements such as the English Wycliffites and Lollards and the Czech Hussites belong in this category,62 together with some of the movements making up the European Protestant Reformation and the Catholic (Counter-)Reformation.63

As the religious upheaval of the period shows, the Roman Church failed to integrate the wave of consecutive innovations, and the intensity
and impact of transformations increased considerably during the first half of the sixteenth century. The result was a far-reaching fragmentation of the European religious landscape, which became divided into areas and territories in which lay rulers and magistrates emerged as the main guarantors of religious stability. Over the course of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, this led to the consolidation of several new churches besides the entity now calling itself the Roman Catholic Church, often coinciding with political territories or emerging nation states. Smaller religious groups appearing alongside and after the more successful reforming movements were integrated into the already heterogeneous landscape in a more localized fashion. Persecution forced many of these smaller groups into migration or exile, which often transformed them into supranational networks at least partially existing in covert, “underground” shape.

While this panorama was much different from any twentieth-century constellation, it has a specific genealogical or “archaeological” connection to modern research. The fragmentation of the European religious landscape in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries spawned debates that revisited medieval clashes over the boundaries between religion and secular power while raising fundamental questions about the respective roles of the individual and mediating experts—members of the clergy, but also religious virtuosi—in the quest for salvation. This led to reconceptualizations of religious community—such as a new emphasis on the dichotomy of “church” and “sect”—which became the basis for most further conceptualization and terminology of the academic study of religions, to be revisited with the emergence of the disciplines of history of religions and sociology of religion during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.

The terms “church” and “sect” long continued to carry the associations given to them during the Reformation battles. Though many emerging sixteenth-century “churches” were actually rather small affairs, and some hereticized “sects” were popular mass movements, contemporary polemics tended to insist that the embattled churches were in fact universal and large, while non-dominant groups were small bands of deviants acting in illegitimate secrecy. As Michael Driedger has warned, we are still haunted by revised versions of this opposition, for example in the twentieth-century concept of the Radical Reformation, which intended to make a place for non-dominant groups within Reformation history but mainly managed to marginalize them.

On one hand, this situation again drives home the otherness of premodern religious constellations in which religious groups’ self-conceptualizations would bear little resemblance to modern churches coming to see themselves as coexisting denominations. On the other hand, the aporia of a decades-long clash of universalisms proved productive for the reconceptualization of religious communities. While established and politically secure communities did not and could not understand
themselves as denominations during the early modern period, some of the more embattled groups developed concepts that allowed them to claim the status of a universal church even in the face of small numbers and pressing competition. The core group of the Reformed congregation of the young Dutch Republic, for example, notoriously only comprised around twenty percent of the population. Yet this minority position was compensated by a minority ecclesiology that envisaged the possible number of future elect as small in any case.

The fairly small-scale religious movement of the Family of Love, discussed in the introduction, shared an even more intriguing ecclesiology with other isolated actors along the Dutch/German border. Hendrik Niclaes developed the idea that the invisible church of the elect was made up of the truly charitable, who could be found among the pious members of all churches, and even among non-Christians. His contemporary and critic Dirck Volkertsz Coornhert (1522–1590) similarly imagined an orthodox community he called “algemeen (common) catholic.” These reconceptualizations were intriguing attempts to transcend contemporary distinctions of “church” and “sect,” and to undermine dominant groups’ attempts at clear demarcation.

Niclaes’ ecclesiology in particular was tailored to the specific needs of non-dominant religions, allowing them to evade persecution and avoid the despised labels of hypocrisy and dissimulation. He encouraged participation in traditional worship organized by dominant churches as a useful religious exercise for beginners, while individuals with higher aspirations were exhorted to engage in more interiorized spiritual practices—combining Niclaes’ new canonical texts, meditation, and spiritual pilgrimages—that promised eventual deification of the believer. This allowed members to maintain their allegiance to the locally dominant church while constructing their own individual, highly elitist way to salvation.

The strong emphasis on individual religiosity in such contexts is a particularly interesting feature of Familist religious practice, and again serves to give an idea of the early modern roots of modern concepts. Intriguingly, Familists cannot be neatly fitted into typologies of “world-affirming” and “world-rejecting,” or “adaptive” and “transformative” religious movements, which have been suggested for twentieth-century new religious movements. Primarily, the original Family of Love around Hendrik Niclaes appears to have been a close-knit community emphasizing a shared attitude of love and charity. Niclaes personally represented himself as a prophet and paterfamilias (the male head of family) who invited followers to become part of a small, family-like community of the truly elect. All this would render this group a “transformative” and world-rejecting movement. Three Familist manuscripts from the founding generation seem to indicate that such a community was indeed realized at one time, probably during the heyday of Niclaes’ own activities.
However, the persecution endured by Niclaes and his followers, as well as his own conviction of the meaninglessness of confessional divides, prompted him to adopt an extremely ambiguous, transconfessional style of piety. His printed works—ranging from voluminous doctrinal compendia such as the *Glass of Righteousness* to shorter, catechetic works and even primers for young believers—at times spoke to the reader in the voice of an inspired prophet, but also simply as a wise father or adviser. Refraining from insisting on his own authority, Niclaes published under a religiously charged cryptonym—HN—denoting the synthesis of the Old and New Testaments (as Helie Nazarenus, Elijah of Nazareth) or a holy nature (hilige natuere). His works often seemed to offer no more than a series of biblical passages put in the service of his own argumentation. In this at-times almost anonymous fashion, he exhorted readers to accomplish a spiritual ascent to deification on their own initiative, fulfilling their divine potential by cultivating, with the help of readings and meditations, an attitude of love and charity. According to Niclaes, the means necessary to do this were strictly in the hands of the readers, with no further external help necessary. In stark contrast to the group’s apparent insistence on collectivity and community, this aspect is strongly reminiscent of a “world-affirming” or “adaptive” religious movement that focuses on realizing an individual’s divine potential.

A large number of individuals seem to have owned Niclaes’ books but had no demonstrable ties to his group. This is especially true of artists, scholars, and courtiers—such as Flemish philosopher Justus Lipsius (1547–1606), Spanish priest and Bible translator Arias Montanus (1527–1598), and even Elizabeth I of England (1533–1603), who have been among the most studied potential Familists.76 Older research had a strong tendency to engage in rather wild, ultimately futile speculation on whether these persons were Familist “members.” But the “world-affirming,” individualist quality of Familist religious practice opens up another way of imagining their relation to the movement. They may have had tenuous or no ties at all to the core group of Niclaes’ disciples—in many cases, we simply cannot know. But their possession of the books suggests they were readers of Familist texts, and they may have engaged in the recommended individualized religious practices even without associating themselves closely with the group. In terminology developed by sociologists Rodney Stark and William Sims Bainbridge to categorize modern religion,77 the Family of Love may have worked as an “audience cult” whose patrons read canonical texts but made no strong commitment to the group. Such engagement was facilitated by Niclaes’ himself, who textualized his own charisma so completely as to become replaceable by his writings.

While this must remain speculation as well, such a profile would explain a peculiarity of the Familist textual tradition. Though we know nothing about the group’s organization after the second generation
disintegrated, and though a later revival in England seems to have had only tenuous connections to the continental origins, the Familist texts were translated and reprinted in several waves on the continent—up to and including the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries. By that time, however, Familist beliefs had been appropriated and adapted by new religious movements, primarily Pietist circles. By that time, however, Familist beliefs had been appropriated and adapted by new religious movements, primarily Pietist circles.

Eighteenth-century Pietist groups are well known for their emphasis on individualized religiosity, and have often been called instrumental in the turn towards the more privatized, individualized form of religion that characterized modernity. As their reception of the Familist texts shows, however, this religious individualism had a specific prehistory. In the case of Niclaes, the move towards a highly individualized religious practice seems to have been a result of his own quasi-anonymity, in turn linked to the persecution that forced him to engage in evasive strategies. But the practices he advocated also drew on older forms of individualized devotion; comparable forms of reading and meditation had already been common among late-medieval lay movements in the area, such as the Devotio moderna (Modern Devotion) movement, which encouraged laypeople to form religious communities and engage in individual religious reading from the late fourteenth century onwards. While some mystical elements contained in Niclaes’ writings seem to have drawn their origins from religious orders, practices of domestic religious reading were firmly anchored in medieval and early modern lay religiosity practiced in small communities of family and friends. In the face of violent warfare among diverging confessions and a growing religious polarization of public space, the new individualized religiosity of the Family of Love more or less represented a retreat into the domestic sphere, conceptually revalorized and located above and beyond the confessional divisions. Niclaes’ curious self-presentation as a divinely authorized but largely only textually present paterfamilias was tailored to fit this social context exactly. While modern religious individualisms have taken shape in rather different social contexts, such links between specific historical constellations of public and private religion at least invite further reflection.

CONCLUSIONS: GLIMPSES OF A LONGUE DURÉE OF RELIGIOUS INNOVATION

Overall, we argue that a historical perspective on new religious movements seems not only promising but theoretically sound. The lack of in-depth engagement with new religions studies by historians seems largely due to perceived links between new religions studies and late modernity, and consequent references to sociological theories of modernization and pluralization tend to misrepresent the religious diversity of premodern
Europe. The discussion of extant historical work shows, however, that the
typical assumption made within new religions studies that historical reli-
gious movements largely consisted of heterodox groups, i.e. persecuted
“sects” that can be discounted as marginal, tells only half the story. It
omits a rich landscape of intra-Christianity diversity and a number of
movements developing within confessional churches. Moreover, the pre-
modern polemicist insistence that all “sects” were small and therefore
marginal cannot stand against the historical perspective, which points
to several periods of great religious upheaval during which religiosity as
a whole seemed fluid and complex to contemporaries. If we discount such
historical innovations because they were largely built on intra-religious
diversity and thus do not correspond to the modern legal definition of
religions/religious groups, we ignore premodern perceptions of diversity
and preclude important avenues of investigation.

Instead of postulating a one-step historical transition from premod-
ern, uniform religion to modern religious pluralism after 1800, a cultural
history perspective frames the transformation of religion over the cen-
turies as a continuous, though non-linear, process in which the under-
standing of religiosity, as well the links and differences between religion
and other spheres, such as law, politics, and the economy, were repeat-
edly renegotiated in different regions. Such a historical perspective
would be compatible with the assumption that religious innovations
tend to be closely entwined with, or play a part in, larger societal pro-
cesses. Admittedly, the processes and sociocultural dislocations that can
be linked to historical new religious movements (in our examples, the
monetarization of the economy during the twelfth century, or the reli-
gious fragmentation of the sixteenth century) do not always appear
identical with the processes cited for the twentieth century. But these
were derived from a modernization theory, which has in any case come
under scrutiny and might also be reformulated. The emergence of
a functional differentiation of society can, for example, be dated to
ancient, medieval, or modern times depending on the definition of
“societal differentiation.”

Some (though by no means all) medieval and early modern religious
groups might therefore profitably be studied as historical new religious
movements. In exploring how historical actors conceived legitimate and
illegitimate religion and discussed its links to economic, political, or
gender norms, scholars and historians of modern new religions might
be able to contribute to the debate about the sociocultural significance
of new religious movements for specific societies. On a different but
related trajectory, it might be worthwhile to return to conceptualizations
of individual and religious community developed in various historical
contexts. While much has been written about the successive rise to
prominence of various new terms for religious traditions and groups
from the 1850s onward—“religion” and “world religions,” then “cult”
and “new religious movement/new religion”—earlier historical periods show that the sequence of terminological shifts reaches far back. While cultural encounter during the twelfth century saw the rise of lex (law) as a shared term for Christianity, Islam, and Judaism, the thirteenth century and later Middle Ages saw copious but little-studied use of religio, especially in the plural religiones, for religious orders and lay piety. During the sixteenth century, the concepts of “confession” and of “church” and “sect” became focal points. Such reconceptualizations of religious community, coupled with very specific practical contexts, also led to consecutive reinterpretations of the religious agency of the individual. On this issue, which appears particularly close to the self-definition of new religions studies, a historical perspective might indeed widen the horizon of current debates.
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